A Non-Profit Organization
Calling on innovation-driven transformative foundations and individuals to become
partners in liberating SCIENCE from the limitations holding it back today.
We have designed a game-changing concept that leverages funding and data
generation into a robust system for making research self-sustaining, limitless, and
most effective in gathering knowledge or solving problems (patent pending).
•

Free Ranging: Imagine how vibrant science would be when there are no limits to
the number of scientists or the kinds of projects supported, and there is no
distinction between basic and applied sciences.

•

Superior Data: Imagine the value when every data set in all scientific fields is
highly validated by peers and well integrated with related data.

•

Game Changer: Imagine the economic impact when performance is increased 2-4
fold by all entities including scientists, funding agencies, research institutions, and
commercial companies.

•

Maximum Prospects: Imagine benefits to society when every year the maximum
number of science students is provided the opportunity to pursue very successful
research careers.

•

Effective Solutions: Imagine the utility of a nimble resource for solving local,
national, and global problems in a collaborative and efficient manner.

•

Self-Sustaining: Imagine the empowerment when scientists can support their
entire research careers (35 years or more), studying a subject of their choice, on
their own terms, starting with just a one-time, 3-5 year seed fund.

•

Very Economical: Imagine achieving all of the above benefits with the money that
is already available for research from governmental and private agencies.

WE ARE NOW RAISING FUNDS
for translating this powerful concept into a fully operational science system. Our
first goal is to develop a prototype of the Assured Science Platform – an evolving,
electronic infrastructure created from the whole universe of existing primary
research data - organized most unbiasedly and according to cause-and-effect
relationship - for bringing together all research entities for data generation &
archiving, prospecting & monetization, and system operation & management.
FOR MORE DETAILS PLEASE GO THROUGH OUR WEBSITE
OR
EMAIL US THROUGH OUR CONTACT PAGE

